Abstracl-In mobile multimedia networks the t~e Bucluation is unpredictable and also due to limited resource availability, L e resource allocation to multimedia applications of varying Quality of Service (QoS) requirement becomes B complex issue. This paper proposes an efficient resource allmation scheme based on resource reduction of running applications without hampering their QoS guarantee, in a single mobile cellular environment We propose a Linear Programming (LP) based resource reductiun far efficient Resource Allocation (RA). Artificial Neural Network model is used to solve L e linear programming problem, which facilitates in real time control decision in the practical systems. The model is computationally less expensive and faster for resource allocation.
INTRODUCTION
With the advancement in wireless communication networks and portable computing technologies, the transport of real time multimedia traffic over the wireless channel is challenging due to the severe resource constraints of the wireless link and mobility. A key characteristics of multimedia type application services is that they require different quality of service (QoS) guarantees. Due to the limitations of the radio spectrum, the wireless systems use microlpico-cellular architectures in order to provide a higher capacity. Because of the small coverage area of microlpico-cells, the handoff events in the systems will occur at a much higher rate as compared to macro-cellular systems. Frequent hand-offs in wirelesslmobile networks introduce a new paradigm in the area of optimal resource allocation to maintain the QoS needs of the running applications.
Most of the existing resource allocation schemes to guarantee QoS in mobile multimedia networks have considered bandwidth as one of the QoS parameters and their performance is evaluated for connection blocking and dropping probabilities of hand-off and new connection requests, respectively. I h e schemes provided in [1] [2] considered the dynamic resource allocation scheme to provide QoS assurance to heterogeneous traffic in multimedia wireless networks. Several other methods [3] [4] followed resource reservation strategies for admission control to deal with hand-off and new connection requests. In this paper, an efficient resource allocation scheme is proposed for multimedia traffic carried in mobile networks. The proposed scheme is restricted to the applications within a cell without loss of generality, by considering the local information of unused resources and allocated resources to the running applications to determine whether it can meet the resource requirement of running and requesting applications.
The scheme uses a Linear Programming (LP) based resource reduction model for resource allocation to the running and requesting applications and to maximize the resource utilization and minimize average rejection of requesting hand-off and new applications. The LP problem is solved by using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) which are inherently parallel and distributed, which aids in real time information processing and decision making capability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some of the definitions that are followed in this paper, the proposed resource allocation scheme and LP-based Resource Reduction model are described in section 11. The simulation model along with the simulation results are presented in section 1II.
Finally, we provide concluding remarks in section N.
LP-BASED RESOURCE ALLOCATION SCHEME

A. Definitions
We introduce some of the definitions that are used in this paper.
Definition 1: Network Resources are a set of resources, { 1, 2, . . . q ) available for users in a mobile cell, and the set of parameters { P I , Pz, . . . Pq } indicate their maximum capacities respectively.
For example, if jth resource is the bandwidth having a maximum capacity of 100 Mbps, then P, = 100.
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Definition 2: The User Applications represent load in the system, which are categorized into Running, Hand-off and New Applications and each application request all the q resources, whose requirement depends on the type of application such as audio, video or data.
Running Application: An application for which the connection is already established and network resources have been allocated to it in the cell is called a Running Application. Each of the running application's resource requirement is shown as follows. __-" -. Hand-off Application: When a mobile user move from one cell to another cell then hand-off takes place. An application whose connection is already established and resources were allocated to it in the previous cell will request for resources in the new cell, such an application is called Hand-off application. Each of the Hand-off Application's resource requirement is shown as follows.
RB"
ith hand-off application. N , F = Maximum value of j t h Allocated quantity for all q resources to new applications will be zero (i.e., N$""' = 0 Vi).
__ " -.
__-" -.
__ " -. 
A. Resource Allocation Procedure
To discuss the proposed resource allocation scheme, consider a mobile cell environment in which I' applications have been running (or scheduled) at an instant, whose resource requirement are given in rr -tuples for running applications, as in definition 3. Let h hand-off and n new applications request for resources (or scheduling) at that instant of time (i.e., when T running applications are being scheduled). These requests are processed for resource with certain priority as follows.
One can use a variety of techniques to determine which of the applications should be given priority. In the proposed scheme we give two level priorities. Firstly,we give priority to hand-off applications over new applications. Secondly, the priority among the applications, which is based on their average requirement over all q resources. For hand-off applications the order is as specified in equation (I) .
and, for new applications the order is:
This arrangement make the applications with higher requirement to suffer more, but it makes way for more applications to schedule with increase in average resource utilization.
The process of Allocation of the resources for hand-off and new applications follows any one of the following two conditions. Condition 1: If the available resources (0) are more than or equal to the sum of total allocated resources of h hand-off and the total minimum requirement of n new applications then, allocate minimum resources to new applications and ..
previously allocated resources to hand-off applications from Definition 3: The rr-fuple (Resource Requiremenf-the available resource (0). To allocate excess resources tuple) of an application is expressed as a set of resource re-available (i, Q~ -(-p=, H~I I U C + E-=, N? ) v j E quirement and allocated for an application.
(1, 41,) to requesting applications well with in the requireFor example, the rr-tuple for an ith hand-offaPPlication and to provide some fairness to the applications, we . . > which is given as:
and similarly for ith new application, the rr-tuple is exmasimize E:=, (E:=, p,j Xij+I+c:=, $ij Xj) (3)
pressed as follows.
Where 0 5 iij < 1, could be the relative importance or weight given to ith hand-off or new application for jih resource. The relative importance is given in terms of their for resource requirement quantity, i.e., p;j = hand-off applications and & j = ' e, ' fornew applications. X;j and are the decision variables to be solved for excess resources to get total allocated resources for handoff and new applications respectively.
The total allocated resources for hand-off and new applications is as follows.
hands applications, new applications.
Here, we solve for O j < (
otherwise the problem is trivial.
Condition 2:
If the available resources (0) are less than the total allocated resources of h hand-off and the total minimum requirement of n new applications then the resource allocation is done in sequence: first all hand-off applications are considered and later the new applications using equation (4) and ( 5 ) respectively.
The resource allocation for hand-off applications is given by:
N,y-,.J&-m.n NT", V j E [I, q] ) 
B. Linear Programming based Resource Reduction
In this subsection we discuss the principle of LP based Resource Reduction (LP-RR), which reduces the allocated resources of the running applications well within their resource requirement.
Let T applications have been running (or scheduled) in a mobile cell and the applications have been allocated a certain proportion of the y resource. We need to determine the fair reduction of resources from the applications without violating the resource requirement given in their respective TT -tuple. The reduction of resources is carried out only if the total allocated quantity of resource is greater than the total minimum requirement of running applications by certain threshold value (7).
i.e.,IF (E:=, Rpj'"'-E:=, RJ'")> yj V j E [I, q] , then the total allocated quantity of resource is reduced by certain quantity, which is fixed by the reduction parameter (a). (we have chosen R j value to vary between 0.9 to 0.7 if yj value is 10% and above the maximum quantity o f j i h resource). Now the problem reduces to the following in Linear Programming problem, which is given by :
where 's are decision variables to be solved, which gives the newly allocated quantity of resources for running applications on solving the above LP problem. c,, 's are the weights chosen for j t h resource of iih application based on the allocated quantity of resource with respect to maximum and minimum resource requirement. We define the weight function as follows R j is a reduction parameter value forjih resource to keep the resource reduction well within the requirement range.
Convert the given LP problem to minimization equivalent linear programming problem by adding slack and surplus variables.
For example, the obtained LP problem ( 6 ) is converted to minimization equivalent problem as follows:
minimize -E;=, E:=, c;j R,, 
SIMULATION
The simulation model composed of a single cell, which will keep contact with its six neighboring cells. Each cell contains a base station, which is responsible for the connection setup and tear-down of new applications and to serve hand-off applications. Also, base station controls the resource redistribution to running applications using LP-RR, as and when the request for resources from new and hand-off application arrives. For simulation purpose we have considered two of the resources, for example bandwidth and buffer having a maximum capacity of 45 Mbps and 500 Mbytes respectively, i.e., PI = 45 Mbps and Pz = 500 Mbytes.
Two types of applications traffic are considered in the simulation, a new application, which is initiated by a mobile user within a cell and a hand-off application, which is handed off from the neighboring cells.
We have considered the bandwidth and buffer requirement of each application in the range of 0.1 Mbps to 3 Mbps and 5 Mhytes to 30 Mbytes respectively. The minimum value of resource requirement is considered to about 10% to 50% of the maximum value. The reduction parameter (Cl) value in constraint equation (6) is carefully chosen in order to avoid drastic variation in the allocated values of resources to running applications, (we have chosen its value value to vary between 0.7 to 0.9). Based on the maximum value of the decision variables in the proposed LP-RR simulation model, the parameter values for the neural network to solve the LP equations are: A = B = 300 and C = 0.01.
The simulation is carried out on a Pentium I11 550 MHz PC, for 10,000 arrival events with random number of application arrivals (maximum upto 50) with random resource requirement (with in the specified requirement) of each requesting applications to realize realistic network traffic. The performance measures obtained through the simulation are the percentage utilization of bandwidth and buffer, resources utilization by hand-off and new applications, average percentage rejection of new and hand-off applications due to lack of resources. The results are plotted as a function of number of applications arrival observed for all the 10,000 arrival events. We have taken the simulation results with equal priority to hand-off and new applications, and with priority to handoff applications over new applications. In order to evaluate the performance, the proposed scheme is compared with the scheme withouf LP-RR model. for the scheme with LP-RR model. The total utilization of resources by running and requesting applications is also plotted to study the total performance of the system. The utilization of bandwidth and buffer has increased up to 92% and 97% gradually as the number of applications arrival increases to peak value respectively. Fig. 2 shows the average percentage rejection of requesting applications with respect to the number of applications arrival. The graph shows that with LP-RR the average rejection of requesting applications has decreased to about 15% to 20% for different number of applications amival events graph).
(normalized to peak arrivals), as compared to the scheme without LP-RR. This indicates the increased resource utilization by requesting applications (shown in Fig. 1 ). . .
' " I - The resource utilization by hand-off and new applications has increased up to 15% at average and peak arrivals, with LP-RR than with-out LP-RR. This shows that the proposed scheme has increased the admitted hand-off and new appli. cations as 'Ompared the scheme with-out Lp-RR' The graph of percentage rejection to hand-off and new applications is shown in Fie. 4. Since the Drooosed scheme reduces -.
-.
bandwidth utilization as a function of applications anival mun., Vol. 14, no. the requesting applications, the proposed scheme achieved lower percentage of rejection to new and hand-off applications (up to 20% ) than the scheme without LP-RR. The priority given to hand-off applications has increased the rejection for new applications up to 90% at peak arrivals, where as for hand-off applications it is about 50%.
The graph of percentage reduction of allocated resources f o r m i n g applications with respect to their maximum resource requirement and their requirement range are ploned. The results show that the resource reduction is proportional to the applications requirement and requirement range, thus achieving some fairness among the applications of different resource requirement and range of requirement (because of space limitation we could not show the graphs for the same).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient resource allocation scheme for mobile multimedia networks has been proposed. The scheme provides the resource allocation to hand-off and new applications by reducing and reassigning the allocated resources for nmning applications. The resource utilization by the applications has increased with LP-RR as compared to without LP-RR and gave an improved results by adjusting the resource reduction parameter value based on the resources requirement of requesting applications. The ANN model used for resource reduction has shown a good performance as a computational model. The Artificial neural network used is capable of generating feasible solution to linear programming problems.
It is shown through simulation results that the proposed scheme has improved the resource utilization and lower percentage of rejection to hand-off and new applications as compared to the scheme without LP-RR. LP-RR has maintained some fairness during the reduction of allocated resources for running applications.
